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This core model is supported by a range of high-touch services and 

high-tech solutions to help customers solve problems and gain efficiencies. 

High-Tech Solutions
•  Mobile apps – simplifying ordering and other processes

• FAST360° – tools to visualize inventory locations and status

• Trajectory – tracking how vended products are used in the business

•  FASTCrib
SM

 – software to manage requisitions, inventory, and assets

• eProcurement Integration – automating processes while improving 

accuracy and visibility

High-Touch Services
• 620+ supply chain professionals(4) including 130+ on the ground in Asia

•  Approximately 90% of product tonnage is transported between our 

hubs and our in-market locations via our captive logistics fleet

• 420M products made, modified, or maintained by our manufacturing 

and industrial services teams

• 580+ subject matter specialists (e.g., Lean, safety, engineering, 

metalworking)

23,201 employees

71% directly serve our customers

874,000+ Fastenal School 

of Business trainings completed

It starts with a simple premise: 
great people, close to the customer, with a passion for learning and growth.

In our industry, there’s generally a trade-off between service and scope. On one end of the 

spectrum are small distributors who offer local service but limited technology and geographic reach. 

On the other end are large suppliers with strong eCommerce platforms and national reach but 

limited local service. In this landscape, Fastenal stands apart in our ability to support customers 

with local service, comprehensive technology, and consistent capabilities on a global scale.

The goal is to help organizations reduce cost, risk, and growth constraints in their supply 
chains. The result: an opportunity for our customers to reduce their total cost of ownership 

for products purchased from Fastenal by an average of 21.2% (learn more on pg. 8).

These Fastenal Managed Inventory (FMI®) programs represented 40.3% of total sales in 2023.

95% of total revenue comes from customers utilizing more than one of our sales channels and tools, with 74% of total revenue coming from customers utilizing four or more.(3)

Our local team operates in 3,419 in-market selling locations across 25 countries.

64% of our $1.5B in inventory is staged locally or within customer sites for same-day access.

1,597 public branches 1,822 Onsite locations

Our local service is enhanced by a variety of technology solutions.

56.1% of our total revenue flows through this “Digital Footprint.”(1)

113,138 weighted FASTBin/

FASTVend installations (MEUs(2))

MOVING 
FORWARD IN OUR 
ESG JOURNEY

In the latter part of 2022, we achieved 
third-party certification to the ISO 
45001 occupational health and 
safety management standard, the 
ISO/IEC 27001 information security 
management standard, and the ISO 
14001 environmental management 
standard – all reflecting our core 
commitment to being a safe, secure, 
and sustainable organization.

Having completed an ESG materiality 
assessment in late 2022, we began 
2023 by road-mapping our ESG 
strategy and building out our internal 
ESG Community of Practice to promote 
structured cross-departmental 
collaboration. In Q4 2023, we completed 
a scope 3 materiality assessment to 
broaden our understanding of our carbon 
inventory and guide future efforts to 
reduce our environmental impact.

As a result of our efforts and improved 
reporting on ESG matters, we received 
the 2023 Sustainability Award from 
Business Intelligence Group and made 
Newsweek’s 2024 list of America’s 
Greenest Companies. We finished 
the year by being awarded a silver 
medal from EcoVadis, signifying that 
our sustainability performance ranks 
in the top 25% of all companies in all 
industries assessed by EcoVadis.

Scan below to learn more about our 

ESG programs and progress.

FASTVend™

Providing secure access and 

usage tracking close to the point 

of use in a customer’s facility.

FASTBin™

Point-of-use devices with 

embedded technology providing 

a 24/7 sightline to the customer’s 

current inventory state.

FASTStock
SM

Using mobile technology 

to illuminate inventory and 

simplify replenishment.

eCommerce
Improves the efficiency of 

procurement/purchasing processes. 

Represented 23.6% of total sales in 

2023 vs. 8.4% in 2019.

(1)  Our Digital Footprint is a combination of our sales through FMI Technology (FASTStock, FASTBin, and FASTVend) plus that portion of our eCommerce 

sales that do not represent billings of FMI services.
(2)  Machine Equivalent Units (MEUs).  
(3)  Sales channels and tools include branch, Onsite, FMI, national accounts, and web. 
(4)  Includes individuals specializing in the following: sourcing, quoting, purchasing, supplier development and operations, compliance, and logistics.



Sometimes the best insight into an organization 
is to understand how they think about 
themselves (versus the image they present to the 
outside world).  We have always operated under 
the premise there is no façade, and we openly 
share ourselves (warts included). To that end, 
we started sharing a section from the Blue Team 

Report, our internal annual report to employees, 
several years ago. Page three includes the lead-
in letter from the current report.

The Fastenal culture could be characterized as a 
“glass half-full” mindset or, stated more directly, 
a “group of pragmatic optimists.” One of the 
goals in writing this year’s letter to employees, 
and in sharing some insight into our January 
2024 earnings call, was to remind us of the work 
we’ve completed and to use this reminder as a 
means to shed some of the unneeded baggage 
that may have come along for the ride. Another 
goal was simply to reset our view towards our 
opportunity – a big market in need of a great 
supply chain partner like Fastenal. Shifting gears 
to our message to you, our valued shareholders, 
here are three items which were either noted in 
the earnings call or are relevant to a discussion 
about 2023 (and beyond). 

First, our global footprint has evolved. In 2022, 
our total international business exceeded $1 
billion for the first time.  In 2023, our international 
business in just the Americas exceeded $1 
billion for the first time. This business is primarily 
in Canada and Mexico, and it’s operated with 
locally grown talent. Our international business 
outside the Americas continues to progress, and 
today we think of it as a $200-million business 
poised for the future.

At this size, the depth of employee talent is large 
enough to benefit from an increase in investment. 
The first step to this increased investment 
involved splitting our international business into 
two pieces – Americas (outside the United States) 
and Eurasia (Europe and Asia). We then elevated 
two successful international leaders to lead 
these new business units.  Next, we challenged 
everyone within our supporting infrastructure, 
which is primarily United States-based, to 
spend some time traveling internationally and to 
actively invest more time and attention to helping 
their “international cousins.” Our international 
business units represent about 17% of our 
revenue and should receive at least 17% of our 
attention. Build for the future!

Second, we completed a large-scale multi-
year branch optimization initiative in the United 
States, and to a lesser degree in Canada, which 
began a decade ago (and which occurred largely 
unnoticed).  As highlighted in our January 2024 
earnings call, our United States and Canada 
branch network peaked in 2013 at just over 
2,600 locations. In 2013 and 2014, we had a 
slight reduction because we weren’t pushing 
the team to open branches. During this time, we 
also gained momentum with the expansion of 
our Onsite locations (the subset of our business 
dedicated to one customer versus a local 
market). There was a separate component of our 
business also gaining momentum: our industrial 
vending business (a service channel we now 
refer to as FASTVend, a subset of Fastenal 
Managed Inventory, or FMI). 

Since 2015, our local sales leadership actively 
contracted their branch network. To assist, we 
provided our district managers with a 10,000-
foot view of the marketplace.  (As noted, much of 
the reduction occurred in the United States. This 
subset represented about  2,400 of our 2,600 
United States and Canadian locations a decade 
ago.) At our peak United States branch count, we 
estimate we were within a 30-minute drive of 
about 95% of the United States manufacturing 
marketplace.  At today’s count of 1,441, we 
believe we still have 30-minute access to roughly 
93.5% of the U.S. manufacturing marketplace 
(with a similar presence in Canada) based on 
our prior analysis of a target branch count of 
1,450. The contraction lowered our occupancy 
expense in the field and was a necessary part 
of our Onsite expansion; however, the work of 
consolidating and relocating also distracted 
our local team. It’s nice to have this distraction 
behind us.

The branch optimization initiative was a major 
undertaking, but we believe the most significant 
change of the last decade is our expanded 
Onsite location network. (See the chart on the 
following page, which was previously provided 
in our January 2024 earnings call flip book.)

The best way to think of our Onsite network is 
a business model adaptation that enhances our 
ability to pursue the total addressable market. In 
full disclosure, the Onsite network encompasses 
three main variations: (1) a dedicated business 
unit with people and inventory primarily placed in 
the customer’s facility, (2) a dedicated business 

unit with people and inventory primarily placed 
in a facility located near the customer site, or (3) 
a dedicated business unit primarily located in the 
back of an existing Fastenal branch.  The latter 
two types are usually a result of a customer’s 
lack of space for us in their facility.  We prefer 
option one but will adjust to any of the three.

The evolution of our branch and Onsite network 
unlocks our energy to pursue by freeing up time 
for greater engagement with our customers. It 
also allows us to lower our cost structure. The 
former is about inquiry and customer service, 
and the latter is about expanding the basket of 
products (or customer needs) available to us 
based on situational economics. (The operational 
efficiency of the Onsite model allows us to do and 
supply things for our customers that traditionally 
would not have been cost-effective.)

Here is an example of the impact based on four 
of our oldest markets (Minnesota, Wisconsin, 
Iowa, and Illinois). These four U.S. states 
represented about 19% of our global revenue in 
2007 (our 40th year as a business).  From 2007 
to 2017, our revenue in this geography had a 
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 5.7%, 
and our pre-tax earnings had a CAGR of 5.6%.  
In 2023, these four American states represented 
about 15% of our global revenue; and from 
2017 to 2023, this revenue expanded to a CAGR 
of 8.2%, while our pre-tax earnings expanded 
to an 8.5% CAGR. Simply put, our local team 
enhanced our ability to grow in a very mature 
market by changing their approach.  Part of the 
change involved reducing the number of branch 
locations in these four states by almost 30% 
versus a decade ago while expanding the Onsite 
location count roughly seven-fold. In these four 
states, our Onsite business grew from about 
18% of revenue to about 46%.  If we want to 
be more wonky on the view and look at our six 
oldest metropolitan markets touching these 
four states (Minneapolis, Madison, Milwaukee, 
Omaha, Des Moines, and Chicago), a similar 
story emerges. The branch count drop is 
slightly greater than 30%, and the Onsite count 
expansion is more pronounced, with a greater 
than 10-fold increase. Similarly, our CAGR for 
revenue and pre-tax earnings expanded, and 
the percent of our business operated through an 
Onsite expanded.

THANK YOU
For Being a Shareholder of FastenalDan Florness

President & Chief Executive Officer
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Again, the details are a little wonky, but the 
point is simple: The Blue Team in these markets 
challenged the status quo, redefined their 
approach, and improved an already-great 
business. I believe this enhances our future 
potential in every market in which we operate. 
Time will demonstrate if this belief is correct.

The third and final item is our operating cash 
flow – i.e., the Net cash provided by operating 

activities line in our cash flow statement (and 
the ultimate health of a business’ long-term 
potential). The improvement to operating cash 
flow we enjoyed in the fourth quarter of 2022 
continued in 2023. 

For background, during 2021 and most of 2022, 
we dramatically increased our inventory to 
support our customers in a period plagued by 
global supply bottlenecks. As conditions started 
to improve in late 2022, we started to unwind 
this inventory expansion. Given the cash flow 
dynamics of a distribution business, this unwind 
dramatically improved our operating cash flow.

This cash belongs to you – thank you for giving 
us the opportunity to use it over the last several 
years to support our customers.  The cash 

was sent to you in the form of a supplemental 
dividend paid in December 2023, the fourth 
such supplemental dividend in our history. (The 
other three were explained in greater detail in 
last year’s letter to shareholders.)  Rest assured, 
this supplemental dividend is a statement 
about confidence in the business, not about 
opportunities to invest.

We believe our ability to generate cash in the 
future, and our ability to supplement available 
cash with debt if needed (given our conservative 
balance sheet), will allow us to invest in 
opportunities as we continue our pursuit of 
Growth Through Customer Service.

Good luck in 2024, and thank you for your 
belief in the Blue Team at Fastenal.

Go Blue!

DANIEL L. FLORNESS
President and Chief Executive Officer
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AN EXCERPT FROM THE 

2023 BLUE TEAM REPORT

Harnessing Our

SUPERPOWER

You could write a book on what’s special within Fastenal. Come to think 
of it, Bob Kierlin already did – it’s titled The Power of Fastenal People. 
It’s an interesting read, and I would highly recommend it. Even if you’ve 
read it before, a refresher never hurts. To be honest, every employee in 
Fastenal (me included) would have been well served to have read it in 2022 
and in 2023. It would have reminded us how important it is to (1) support 
each other and (2) stay focused on our common goal. As it turned out, we 
wavered on both fronts, and as a result, we underperformed in both years.

It wasn’t as obvious in 2022. The global economy was mending from the 
pandemic, supply chains were constrained, and inflation was running hot. 
Our strength in supply chain really shined through, and we grew well; 
however, under the surface we knew we were losing something. We started 
to forget about our priorities and purpose, and we became a bit too focused 
on ourselves. As 2023 progressed, it became apparent, and then a weaker 
global marketplace amplified the problem.

There’s a quote credited to Winston Churchill from the World War II era, 
and it goes something like this: “You can always count on the Americans 
to do the right thing – after they’ve tried everything else.” I’m not sure why 
this quote popped into my head, but it seemed to aptly describe the Blue 
Team’s approach to 2023. The good news: After some soul searching and 
structural changes, we’ve progressed from “tried everything else” to “do 
the right thing,” which for us means refocusing on our core strengths as 
an organization.

Fastenal has a superpower. I believe the essence of this power can be 
summarized as our ability to find great people, ask them to join, and 

give them a reason to stay. In an era when it’s easy to find differences 
and separation, we excel at the opposite, and the members of the Blue 
Team cherish the unique humanness in each other. We also care enough 
to push each other to learn, to change, and to grow; and this creates a 
winning culture. Yes, we sometimes drive each other crazy with our speed 
of change, but that’s okay – our customers like this about us. We harness 
this superpower every day by remembering some simple truths:

1. Get everyone pursuing a common goal and you can 
accomplish great things.  

2. Understand our obligations to each other.

3. Goals matter!

The first truth is about our desire to deliver great customer service, knowing 
the market’s reward for this service is growth. As alluded to above, we lost 
sight of this truth in 2022 and 2023. In 2024, our common goal is serving 
the customer well. Fortunately, our motto is easy to remember: Growth 

Through Customer Service.

The second truth is understanding our obligations to each other. We directly 
serve our customers through the local Blue Team in our branch and Onsite 
network. Everyone else provides the assist by focusing on helping the local 
Blue Team. This keeps it simple, and we find success together.

If you listen to our quarterly earnings calls, you might have been taken 
aback by the bluntness in our January 18th call. Don’t get me wrong, we 
provided some context by discussing the weak economy: 14 consecutive 

months of economic contraction in the manufacturing sector, as indicated 
by a sub-50 Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI), the longest period of 
contraction since the Great Recession. But we spent more time discussing 
our poor execution and the steps taken to address the problem.

On this and on earlier calls we spoke about some needed course corrections, 
and about asking some people to step into new roles. We also spoke about 
the positives – our success with FMI, our celebration of 20 years in China 
(and my recent visit to the Blue Team there to recognize the milestone), 
and our upcoming ten-year celebration in India. If the schedule works out, I 
hope to visit our Blue Team in India later this year.

Speaking of new roles, Jeff Watts (who was promoted to chief sales 
officer in 2023) laid out three simple concepts for 2024 when he spoke 
at our recent Employee Expo: (1) Alignment – working together toward 
a common goal, (2) Accountability – embracing a culture of ownership, 
and (3) Execution – translating plans into action. The concepts are simple 
and direct.

As we move into 2024, I’m excited by what I see:

  We are focused on our strength: driving planned/managed spend.

  We are acknowledging and addressing our deficiencies: improving our 

capabilities around unplanned/unmanaged spend. This includes 
addressing weakness in our eCommerce capabilities and creating 
PO automation to simplify daily processes. We’re also improving our 
knowledge capabilities (i.e., IT/data capabilities) to view our business 
through a holistic “customer” lens versus an individual “account” lens.

  We have a clear sales focus: Target 5, Onsite growth, FMI, and 

the Customer Solutions Consultant (CSC) program. We’ve also 
simplified the language we use to describe our diverse customer base: 
“contract” and “non-contract” customers.

Earlier I mentioned a recent trip to China (so recent I’m still experiencing a 
bit of jet lag). There were many highlights from the trip – meeting the team 
in person, seeing their facilities and how they support their local customers 
and their Blue Team cousins across the globe, spending time with a long-
term supplier. However, what stood out to me is the number of people 
recognized for five, ten, fifteen, and twenty years of service. We are still a 
very young organization in China, and it’s amazing how many people have 
decided to make Fastenal a career.

As always, good luck in 2024 … and GO BLUE!

DANIEL L. FLORNESS
President and Chief Executive Officer
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Operating Results 2023 % Change 2022 2021

Net sales $ 7,346.7 5.2% $6,980.6 $6,010.9

Gross profit $ 3,354.5 4.3% 3,215.8 2,777.2

  % of net sales 45.7% 46.1% 46.2%

Operating income $ 1,528.7 5.2% 1,453.6 1,217.4

  % of net sales 20.8% 20.8% 20.3%

Net earnings $ 1,155.0 6.3% 1,086.9 925.0

  % of net sales 15.7% 15.6% 15.4%

Basic net earnings per share $ 2.02 6.7% 1.89 1.61

Basic weighted average shares outstanding 571.3 -0.4% 573.8 574.8

Diluted net earnings per share $       2.02 6.7% 1.89 1.60

Diluted weighted average shares outstanding (1) 573.0 -0.5% 575.6 577.1

Dividends and Common 
Stock Purchase Summary

2023 % Change 2022 2021

Cash dividends paid $ 1,016.8 42.9% $711.3 $643.7

  % of net earnings 88.0% 65.4% 69.6%

Cash dividends paid per share $ 1.78 43.5% 1.24 1.12

Purchases of common stock $ - - 237.8 -

  % of net earnings - 21.9% -

Common stock shares purchased - - 5.0 -

Average price paid per share $ - - 47.58 -

Financial Position at Year End 2023 % Change 2022 2021

Operational working capital assets
  (accounts receivable, net, and inventories)

$ 2,610.3 -4.1% $2,721.2 $2,423.8

Net working capital (4)

  (current assets less current liabilities)
$ 2,359.6 1.1% 2,335.0 2,174.4

Fixed capital 
  (property and equipment, net)

$ 1,011.1 0.1% 1,010.0 1,019.2

Total assets (4) $ 4,462.9 -1.9% 4,548.6 4,299.0

Total debt 
  (current portion of debt and long-term debt)

$ 260.0 -53.2% 555.0 390.0

Total stockholders' equity $ 3,348.8 5.9% 3,163.2 3,042.2

Cash Flow Summary 2023 % Change 2022 2021

Net cash provided by operating activities (2) $ 1,432.7 52.3% $941.0  $770.1

  % of net earnings 124.0% 86.6% 83.3%

Less capital expenditures, net $ (160.6) -1.1% (162.4)  (148.2)

  % of net sales 2.2% 2.3% 2.5%

Acquisitions and other $ (0.6) 0.0% (0.6) (0.3)

Free cash flow (3) $ 1,271.5 63.4% 778.0 621.6

  % of net earnings 110.1% 71.6% 67.2%

All information contained in this Annual Report reflects the 2-for-1 stock split in 2019.
(1) Reflects impact of stock options issued by the company that were in-the-money and outstanding during the period.
(2) Reflects the impact of Accounting Standards Update 2016-09, Improvements to Employee Share-Based Payment Accounting, adopted January 1, 2017.

10-Year Selected Financial Data (AMOUNTS IN MILLIONS EXCEPT PER SHARE INFORMATION)
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2020 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014

 $5,647.3 $5,333.7 $4,965.1 $4,390.5 $3,962.0 $3,869.2 $3,733.5

 2,567.8 2,515.4 2,398.9 2,163.6 1,964.8 1,948.9  1,897.4 

45.5% 47.2% 48.3% 49.3% 49.6% 50.4% 50.8%

1,141.8 1,057.2 999.2 881.8 795.8 828.8 787.6

20.2% 19.8% 20.1% 20.1% 20.1% 21.4% 21.1%

 859.1 790.9 751.9 578.6 499.4 516.4  494.2 

15.2% 14.8% 15.1% 13.2% 12.6% 13.3% 13.2%

1.50 1.38 1.31 1.00 0.86 0.89 0.83

573.8 573.2 573.9 576.4 577.9 582.9 593.0

1.49 1.38 1.31 1.00 0.86 0.88 0.83

575.7 574.4 574.3 576.7 578.3 584.1 594.6

2020 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014

 $803.4 $498.6 $441.9 $369.1 $346.6 $327.1 $296.6 

93.5% 63.0% 58.8% 63.8% 69.4% 63.3% 60.0%

1.40 0.87 0.77 0.64 0.60 0.56 0.50

52.0 - 103.0 82.6 59.5 292.9  52.9

6.1% - 13.7% 14.3% 11.9% 56.7% 10.7%

1.6 - 4.0 3.8 3.2 14.2 2.4

$32.54 - $25.75 $21.72 $18.58 $20.63 $22.06

2020 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014

 $2,106.9 $2,108.1 $1,993.0 $1,700.7 $1,492.7 $1,381.6 $1,331.3

 1,886.9 1,912.5 1,878.8 1,584.8 1,445.1 1,291.6 1,207.9 

 1,030.7 1,023.2 924.8 893.6 899.7 818.9  763.9

 3,964.7 3,799.9 3,321.5 2,910.5 2,668.9 2,532.5  2,359.1 

405.0 345.0 500.0 415.0 390.0 365.0 90.0

 2,733.2 2,665.6 2,302.7 2,096.9 1,933.1 1,801.3  1,915.2 

2020 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014

 $1,101.8 $842.7 $674.2 $585.2 $519.9 $550.3 $501.5

128.3% 106.5% 89.7% 101.1% 104.1% 106.6% 101.5%

 (157.5) (239.8) (166.8) (112.5) (183.0) (145.3) (183.7)

2.8% 4.5% 3.4% 2.6% 4.6% 3.8% 4.9%

(124.2) 0.1 (7.1) (66.8) (5.1) (35.3) (5.6)

820.1 603.0 500.3 405.9 331.8 369.7 312.2

95.5% 76.2% 66.5% 70.2% 66.4% 71.6% 63.2%

(3) Free cash flow is not a financial measure calculated in accordance with GAAP and is reconciled to the most closely comparable GAAP measure, net cash provided by operating 
activities, in the chart above, with the GAAP measure presented first under “Cash Flow Summary.” We define free cash flow as net cash provided by operating activities less 
capital expenditures, net of proceeds from sales of property and equipment, less cash paid for acquisitions. Our management uses free cash flow as a supplemental measure in 
the evaluation of our business, as we believe it provides our management and our investors a meaningful evaluation of our liquidity.

(4) Reflects the impact of Accounting Standards Update 2016-02, Leases, adopted January 1, 2019. 

Financial Highlights 
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As of January 19, 2024, there were approximately 900 record holders of our common stock, which includes nominees or broker dealers holding stock on behalf 
of an estimated 662,000 beneficial owners.

In 2023 and 2022, we paid dividends per share totaling $1.78 and $1.24, respectively. This included a special dividend of $0.38 per share paid in the fourth 
quarter of 2023, reflecting what was at the time our high cash balances, as well as our favorable outlook for future cash generation. On January 17, 2024, we 
announced a quarterly dividend of $0.39 per share to be paid on February 29, 2024 to shareholders of record at the close of business on February 1, 2024. Our 
board of directors intends to continue paying quarterly dividends; however, any future determination as to payment of dividends will depend upon the financial 
condition and results of operations of the company and such other factors as are deemed relevant by the board of directors.

In 2023, we did not purchase any shares of our common stock. In 2022, we purchased 5,000,000 shares of our common stock at an average price of $47.58 
per share.

The following chart displays the daily closing sales price of our shares listed on the Nasdaq Stock Market for the last two years.

2022 Nasdaq: FAST 2023

(1)   Gross cash flow is a non-GAAP financial measure. Gross cash flow is reconciled to the most closely comparable GAAP measure, net cash provided by operating activities in the table above. Please refer to our Consolidated 
Statements of Cash Flows as disclosed in our Consolidated Financial Statements on our 2023 Form 10-K for additional details.

(2)  Net debt is a non-GAAP financial measure that represents proceeds from debt obligations less payments against debt obligations. Please refer to our Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows as disclosed in our Consolidated 
Financial Statements on our 2023 Form 10-K for additional details.

2023 2022 2021

Net cash provided by operating activities                                                         $ 1,432.7 941.0 770.1 

Uses of (proceeds from) cash from changes in operating assets and liabilities (105.9) 324.1 318.9

All other uses of (proceeds from) cash flow from operating activities, 
excluding depreciation and amortization

5.5 (1.6) 6.7

Gross Cash Flow                                                                                          $ 1,332.3 1,263.5 1,095.7

Reconciliation of Gross Cash Flow to Net Cash Provided by Operating Activities
(Dollar Amounts in Millions)

Uses of Gross Cash Flow (1)

(Dollar Amounts in Millions)

202120222023

($1,016.8)

($318.9)

$30.1

($148.2)

($643.7)

0

($15.0)

($324.1)

$7.1

($162.4)

($237.8)

($711.3)

$165.0

($160.6)

$34.2

($295.0)

$105.9

Net Debt (2)

Other
(all other uses or proceeds from gross cash flow)

Purchases of Common Stock

Cash Dividends Paid

Capital Expenditures
(purchases of property and equipment, less proceeds from 
sale of property and equipment)

Net Working Capital
(changes to operating assets and liabilities, net of acquisitions)

2023 2022 2021

Stock & Financial Data 
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(1)  The share data represents past performance, which is no guarantee of future results.
(2)  Unless otherwise noted, the amounts on this page are presented in whole numbers versus 

millions as is prevalent in the remainder of this document.

Historical Stock Performance

Initial Public Offering (IPO)
On August 20, 1987 (date of our initial public offering), 1,000 shares of 

our stock sold for $9,000. Approximately 36 years later, on December 

31, 2023, those 1,000 shares, having split eight times, had become 

192,000 shares worth $12,435,840, for a gain of approximately 

22.2% compounded annually. In addition, the holder of these shares 

would have received $2,285,664 in dividends since August 20, 1987, 

for a total gain of approximately 22.8% compounded annually.

Ten Years
On December 31, 2013, 1,000 shares of our stock sold for $47,500.

Ten years later, on December 31, 2023, those 1,000 shares, having split 

once, were 2,000 shares worth $129,540, for a gain of approximately 

10.6% compounded annually. In addition, the holder of these shares 

would have received $18,960 in dividends since December 2013, for a 

total gain of approximately 12.1% compounded annually.

Five Years
On December 31, 2018, 1,000 shares of our stock sold for $52,300. 

Five years later, on December 31, 2023, those 1,000 shares, having split 

once, were 2,000 shares worth $129,540, for a gain of approximately 

19.9% compounded annually. In addition, the holder of these shares 

would have received $12,820 in dividends since December 2018, for a 

total gain of approximately 22.2% compounded annually.

Dividends
We have paid dividends in every year since 1991, and quarterly 

dividends since 2011. In addition, Fastenal paid a special one-time 

dividend during December 2023, 2020, 2012, and 2008.

A Simple Philosophy
Since going public in 1987, we have maintained a consistent focus on 

avoiding, if feasible, the potentially dilutive impact of our activities on our 

shareholders. To this end, we have grown our organization principally with 

internal cash flow, have supported the Fastenal Company and Subsidiaries 

401(k) and Employee Stock Ownership Plan with stock purchased in the 

open market, and, since creating a stock option program in 2003, have 

periodically purchased common stock in the open market to, among 

other things, offset the potential impact of our stock option grants. We 

have purchased approximately 54.4 million shares since 2003 and have 

granted our employees options to purchase approximately 32.4 million 

shares. (Note: These amounts have been adjusted to reflect the impact 

of stock splits.) This has allowed us to balance internal investment with 

cash returns to shareholders. For example, in the last five years we have 

enjoyed total sales of $31,319 million and total pre-tax earnings of $6,346 

million. During this same time period, we spent approximately $5,636 

million to compensate a group of great employees, we supported our 

customers’ needs by adding approximately $617  million in operational 

working capital assets (accounts receivable, net, plus inventory) and 

by spending approximately $869 million in net capital expenditures 

(purchases of property and equipment, net of proceeds of sales), and we 

returned $3,964 million to our shareholders. The latter was principally 

through dividends (approximately $3,674 million), with the remainder 

through share purchases. 

A final point worth noting: We are an important element of the tax base in 

the many communities in which we operate. During the last five years, 

we have incurred approximately $1,529 million in income taxes, or 

approximately 24.1% of the pre-tax earnings noted above, and incurred or 

remitted approximately $1,465 million in employment taxes, $68 million 

in property taxes, $1,023 million in sales, use, and value-added taxes, and 

$5 million in other miscellaneous business-related taxes. This adds up to 

a total of approximately $4.1 billion in taxes funded in our communities.

1,000 shares ($9,000)
invested on 
August 20, 1987

Value on
December 31, 2023: 
$12,435,840

Stock Split

Stock Performance Highlights (1), (2)
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CREATING VALUE AND

MEASURING THE IMPACT

Average TCO Savings Opportunity*

This is the high-level finding of a study of 445 vetted TCO Analysis exercises.

Below is a look at some of the drivers behind this headline number.

21.2%

39% average reduction in 

inventory carrying cost

61% average reduction 

in cost associated with 

material handling/distribution

32% average reduction 

in transportation cost

56% average 

vendor reduction 36% average reduction 

in employee travel time47% average reduction in 

the cost to source products

20% average consumption 

reduction through vending
Accepted industry average

(not based on our internal study)

Fastenal’s solution-based approach stems from a simple truth: Every minute or dollar our customers spend procuring, managing, 

owning, or accessing supplies is a minute or dollar they aren’t spending on value-creating activities. Our job is to help them 

minimize those sources of waste, and it often starts with a Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) Analysis. This includes (1) mapping 

how products are procured, moved, staged, and used in their facilities; (2) quantifying the costs surrounding those activities; 

and (3) presenting a tailored set of solutions to help them achieve specific TCO reduction goals for the products in scope.  

*  This average TCO savings opportunity is based on an assumption of the customers’ full adoption of our suggested services and solutions. Vetted 

opportunities meet the following criteria: (1) the conductor of the TCO Analysis (a trained Fastenal Lean Six Sigma specialist) has confirmed the validity of 

the data entered; (2) 70% or more of the TCO Analysis data is customer-specific, not based on industry averages; and (3) the data was accepted/agreed 

upon by the customer during or after the TCO Analysis presentation.

The takeaway: By helping customers operate more efficiently and productively, 
our role is elevated from “supplier of products” to “strategic partner in the business.” 

This focus on value creation and documentation allows us to build exceptionally 
strong relationships, maintain resilient revenue streams, and widen our competitive moat.
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Annual 
Meeting

The annual meeting of shareholders will be at 10:00 a.m., 
Central Daylight Time, on Thursday, April 25, 2024, at the 
Remlinger Muscle Car Museum located at 3560 Service 
Drive, Winona, Minnesota.

Home
Office

Fastenal Company
2001 Theurer Boulevard
Winona, Minnesota 55987-0978
Phone: 507-454-5374  I  Fax: 507-453-8049

Legal 
Counsel

Faegre Drinker Biddle & Reath LLP
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Form 
10-K

A copy of our 2023 Annual Report on Form 10-K filed with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission is available without charge to shareholders upon written 
request to Investor Relations at the address of our home office listed on this page. 
Copies of our latest press releases, unaudited supplemental company information, 
and monthly sales information are available at: .

Independent
Registered Public
Accounting Firm

KPMG LLP
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Transfer
Agent

Equiniti Trust Company, LLC
Mendota Heights, Minnesota

Corporate Information

Executive Officers

Directors

Chair of the 
Board; Retired 
President of North 
America Surface 
Transportation 
Division, C.H. 
Robinson 
Worldwide, Inc.

Director since 2009

SCOTT A. SATTERLEE

Executive Vice 
President, 
Strategic Planning, 
Ecolab Inc. (global 
water, hygiene, 
and infection 
prevention 
solutions provider)

Director since 2020

HSENGHUNG SAM HSU

Chief Executive 
Officer of M.A. 
Mortenson 
Company 
(family-owned 
construction 
company)

Director since 2016

DANIEL L. JOHNSON

Chief Financial 
Officer, First 
Citizens 
Bank (Iowa 
community 
bank)

Director since 2021

SARAH N. NIELSEN

Senior Vice 
President of 
Global Supply 
Chain and 
Logistics, Target 
Corporation 
(multi-category 
retailer)

Director since 2023

IRENE A. QUARSHIE

Retired Senior 
Executive 
Vice President 
- Human 
Resources, 
Fastenal 
Company

Director since 2000

REYNE K. WISECUP

Retired Senior 
Executive Vice 
President - 
Operations, 
Fastenal 
Company

Director since 2019

NICHOLAS J. LUNDQUIST

Vice President and 
Chief Financial 
Officer, A.L.M. 
Holding Company 
(construction and 
energy company)

Director since 2009

MICHAEL J. ANCIUS

President of the 
Aftermarket, Parts, 
Garments, and 
Accessories Division 
of Polaris Inc. 
(recreational vehicle 
manufacturer)

Director since 2015

STEPHEN L. EASTMAN

President and Chief 
Executive Officer, 
Fastenal Company

Director since 2016

DANIEL L. FLORNESS

President and Chief 
Executive Officer

Employee since 1996

DANIEL L. FLORNESS

Executive Vice 
President - Chief 
Accounting Officer 
and Treasurer

Employee since 1994

SHERYL A. LISOWSKI

Senior Executive 
Vice President - 
Sales

Employee since 1999

CHARLES S. MILLER

Executive Vice 
President - 
Human Resources

Employee since 2015

NOELLE OAS

Senior Executive 
Vice President - 
Information 
Technology

Employee since 1993

JOHN L. SODERBERG

Chief Sales 
Officer

Employee since 1996

JEFFERY M. WATTS

Executive Vice 
President - 
Operations

Employee since 2003

ANTHONY P. BROERSMA

Executive Vice 
President - Sales

Employee since 1995

WILLIAM J. DRAZKOWSKI

Executive Vice 
President - 
Manufacturing

Employee since 1992

JAMES J. JANSEN

Senior Executive 
Vice President and 
Chief Financial 
Officer

Employee since 2016

HOLDEN LEWIS

Self-Employed 

Business Consultant; 

Retired Corporate 

Vice President and 

Chief Information 

Officer of Cargill, 

Incorporated

Director since 2012

RITA J. HEISE
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